Providing the accessories you need from quality brands you can rely on.

Everything you need is at your fingertips at www.gentec-intl.com
Gary Fong Accessories

AMBDOM $34.95

GARY FONG LIGHTSPHERE AMBER DOME FLASH ACCESSORY

- Used in conjunction with the Gary Fong® Lightsphere® Cloud, the Amber Dome™ instantly warms your photos in cool lighting situations while maintaining the Lightsphere® diffusion properties.
- Great for providing warmer light in these situations: outdoors at dusk or early mornings, outdoor in open shade, interiors with tungsten lighting or shooting sunsets with the sun at your subject’s back.
- Made in USA

BNCPL-02 $32.95

GARY FONG BOUNCE PANEL FOR SONY A6000, A6300, A6500

- Compact and versatile, the unique hot-shoe mounted diffuser elevates and disperses the pop-up flash in a unique and powerful way. As a bounce panel, the compact pop-up flash becomes exponentially larger, resulting in softer light on the subject, reducing the harsh side-shadows and hot-spots that pop-up flashes often create.
- Compact and versatile solution to reduce the harsh side-shadows and hot-spots of pop up flashes.
- Half Cloud Panel is for more efficient use, and neutral tones ideally suited for event candids.

COLRFKIT $49.95

GARY FONG COLOUR REFERENCE KIT

- The Gary Fong Reference Kit was created for Photographers looking to gain spot-on accuracy.
- The Colour Reference Kit includes the WhiteDome, the GrayDome, an intuitive pocket field guide and a convenient lanyard to keep everything together.
- By employing the quick and easy techniques of reflective metering with the GrayDome and incident metering with the WhiteDome, colour casts and inconsistencies will be a thing of the past.
The Lightsphere Collapsible Speed Mount embodies all of the great fundamental features of its respective first generation predecessors but with the added convenience of a new, patented Speed Mount.

As with previous generations, the Gary Fong Lightsphere Collapsible Speed Mount will continue to provide photographers with the ability to achieve studio-style lighting effects, anywhere at anytime.

- Replacement part for Lightsphere® models
- Included with every Lightsphere® model, the Inverted Dome allows some light to be transmitted while reflecting the remainder into the main diffuser bowl.
- Made in USA

The LightBlade Diffuser softens harsh light, minimizes shadows and reduces glare – producing more accurate skin tones.

- The LightBlade Diffuser mounts directly onto the flash head and is attached using the Gary Fong patented strap and band mounting system – this allows photographers to conveniently shift shooting between a horizontal and vertical orientation without changing the light angle or having to remove the LightBlade Diffuser.
LSCSMFC $219.95

GARY FONG LIGHTSPHERE COLL. SPEED MOUNT FASHION & COMML LIGHTING KIT

- The Lightsphere Collapsible Fashion and Commercial Lighting Kit is perfect for the discerning photographer who demands precision lighting – a one-stop kit for the Fashion and Commercial photographer.
- It includes the new Lightsphere Collapsible Speed Mount, the new Speed Snoot with PowerGrid, the WhiteDome, the AmberDome, the GrayDome, the Coloured Gel Kit, the Instructional DVD and a Tailor-made Gear Bag.

LSCSMP $189.95

GARY FONG LIGHTSPHERE COLLAPSIBLE SPEED MOUNT PORTRAIT LIGHTING KIT

- The Lightsphere Collapsible Portrait Lighting Kit includes all the necessities to make on-location portrait sessions a success. A one-stop kit for the Portrait photographer.
- It includes the new Lightsphere Collapsible Speed Mount, the new Speed Snoot with PowerGrid, the WhiteDome, the GrayDome, the Instructional DVD and a Tailor-made Gear Bag.
- The comprehensive tutorial DVD empowers the photographer with the knowledge and confidence to master lighting in the Fashion and Commercial Photography field.

LSCSMWE $149.95

GARY FONG LIGHTSPHERE COLL. SPEED MOUNT WEDING & EVENT LIGHTING KIT

- The Lightsphere Collapsible Wedding & Event Lighting Kit has everything a busy photographer needs to adapt to the quickly changing environments at weddings and events. A one-stop kit for the Wedding & Event photographer.
- It includes the new Lightsphere Collapsible Speed Mount, the WhiteDome, the AmberDome, the GrayDome, the Instructional DVD and a Tailor-made Gear Bag.
- The comprehensive tutorial DVD empowers the photographer with the knowledge and confidence to master lighting in the Fashion and Commercial Photography field.
LSGD1  $39.95

GARY FONG LIGHTSPHERE DOME KIT

- The Lightsphere Dome kit includes the AmberDome, ChromeDome and PowerGrid Flash accessories
- The AmberDome instantly warms photos in cool lighting situations including outdoors at dusk or early morning, outdoors in open shade, interiors with tungsten lighting or sunsets with the sun behind the object

LSGD2  $49.95

GARY FONG LIGHTSPHERE COLOURED DOME KIT

- The Lightsphere Coloured Dome Kit includes a Red, Blue, and Green Dome for creating special effects as well as a Gray Dome for white balancing.
- The Domes easily snap in place and are compatible with Gary Fong Lightsphere Collapsible and Lightsphere Universal.
- Inspire creativity by changing the color of your flash to red, blue or green - the Red, Blue and Green Domes can be used on an off-camera auxiliary flash to “paint” the sky a dramatic colour to add dimension and flare to an otherwise flat, boring background.

LSGD3  $164.95

GARY FONG LIGHTSPHERE DOME KIT

- The Lightsphere Dome kit includes the AmberDome, ChromeDome and PowerGrid Flash accessories
- The AmberDome instantly warms photos in cool lighting situations including outdoors at dusk or early morning, outdoors in open shade, interiors with tungsten lighting or sunsets with the sun behind the object

LSGD4  $33.95

GARY FONG FILTER GEL KIT FOR LIGHTSPHERE COLLAPSIBLE (NOT INCL.)

- The color filters are designed to be used with your Lightsphere Collapsible
- Inspire creativity by changing the color of your flash to red, yellow, green or blue
- Particularly useful is the yellow (amber) filter which can be used to lower the Kelvin temperature value of standard 5500-K daylight flash units to match the common range of typical tungsten-balanced household incandescent lamps
- The green filter is often used to skew the green/magenta balance of the flash to match the output of common fluorescent lamps

All pricing is SRP (Suggested Retail Pricing)
The Puffer Plus expands on the fundamental features of the first generation models, providing photographers with beautifully diffused lighting versus the problematic, harsh lighting that pop-up flashes create.

**GARY FONG LIGHTSHERE® UNIVERSAL CLOUD**
- The famous Gary Fong® Lightsphere® Universal fits almost any on-camera flash – this Cloud version produces slightly softer and warmer light which is better for portraiture, for example for wedding photos
- Attaches with patent pending grip system that will not fall off
- This diffuser produces incredibly flattering light quality - without a bracket
- The inside of all Lightsphere® models is completely textured to provide maximum light dispersion and softness

**GARY FONG LIGHTSHERE® UNIVERSAL FLASH ACCESSORY HALF-CLOUD**
- The famous Gary Fong® Lightsphere® Universal fits almost any on-camera flash – this Half Cloud version produces slightly cooler light and is more powerful in terms of efficiency vs. the Cloud version
- Attaches with patent pending grip system that will not fall off
- This diffuser produces incredibly flattering light quality – without a bracket
- The inside of all Lightsphere® models is completely textured to provide maximum light dispersion and softness

**PUFFERPLS $44.95**
- The Puffer Plus expands on the fundamental features of the first generation models, providing photographers with beautifully diffused lighting versus the problematic, harsh lighting that pop-up flashes create.
PUFFERPLSC  $44.95

**GARY FONG PUFFER PLUS - CANON**

• The Puffer Plus Canon expands on the fundamental features of the first generation models, providing photographers with beautifully diffused lighting versus the problematic, harsh lighting that pop-up flashes create. Re-designed from the ground up, the new Puffer Plus Canon utilizes a new shield that is nearly double the size of the original Puffer shield and has an advanced, light-filtering, textured finish - its convenient, unique sliding rail system allows for quick centering of the shield over the camera’s pop-up flash and it does not interfere with in-camera systems to ensure that the full capabilities of the camera are preserved.

PUFFERPLSS  $44.95

**GARY FONG PUFFER PLUS SONY (REPLACES PUFFERSONY)**

• The Puffer Plus Sony expands on the fundamental features of the first generation models, providing photographers with beautifully diffused lighting versus the problematic, harsh lighting that pop-up flashes create.

PUFPLSWS  $18.95

**GARY FONG PUFFER PLUS WARMING SHIELD**

• The Puffer Plus Warming shield is an optional accessory that can be used with the new Puffer Plus (not included).
• When the Puffer Plus Warming shield is used in place of the regular Puffer Plus shield it creates a gentle warming effect that is ideal for shooting in open shade or enriching the colours of a sunset shoot.
• Visit Made in USA.
SSNOOT  $109.95

GARY FONG SPEED SNOOT (REPLACES LSCSNOOT & LSUPS)

- The new Speed Snoot, with the same collapsible design and patented Speed Mount found in the Lightsphere Collapsible Speed Mount gives photographers maximum efficiency and directional control over strobe lighting when mounted off-camera, allowing one to create cutting edge, “fashion style” special effects.

UMOUNT  $19.95

GARY FONG UNIVERSAL MOUNTING KIT

- Flash not included
- Universal Mounting Kit attaches with patent pending grip system that will not fall off
- Made in USA
We're helping retailers become more profitable.

In today’s fast-paced retail environment, the right partner can make a world of difference. Our commitment to our clients is simple yet powerful – we work closely with them to maximize the potential of each and every electronic, wireless telecom, photographic imaging, digital imaging, and optical product they carry.

How do we do this? By taking the time to understand the marketplace in which our customers operate as well as their existing product mix, by looking for ways to build on their success, by introducing new opportunities and leading edge products, and by providing after-sales service that is second to none.

Satisfied customers, improved sales, and increased profit margins.

At Gentec International, we achieve these results by working in partnership with our clients. We do our homework – we understand the challenges retailers face and what their customers want. We visit our clients’ stores to get a clear sense of what they carry and how they’re being presented. Then, we recommend ways that we believe can help increase their sales. This might include additions to the range of products they carry or fresh approaches to packaging, display, and promotion. Finally, we ensure that our clients have everything they need to make the sale – from custom displays to point-of-purchase support. And, throughout the year, we make regular visits to provide in-store detailing.

Our clients count on us for effortless ordering and error-free fulfillment.

Gentec International’s high cube, state-of-the-art computerized 100,000 square foot warehouse and distribution centre allows us to offer efficient, seamless service to our customers.

We manage our stock with the goal to eliminate back orders. In fact, based on our clients’ forecasts, we guarantee we’ll have 100% of the items they need in stock, 100% of the time. Plus, when they place an order with Gentec International, most shipments leave our warehouse within 24 hours. And we make every effort to ensure that the shipment is accurate – so that everything they ordered arrives.

At Gentec International, we also make regular investments to ensure that our ability to serve our clients continually improves.

A reputation for service and a head for business.

The same principles our clients used to build their companies are at work in ours. With the support of over 100 people in the Gentec family worldwide, our management team has the depth of experience and breadth of knowledge needed in today’s fast-paced world. And, we’re constantly evaluating our people, processes, and products to ensure that we are exceeding our customers’ expectations.